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Advancing Cleaner, Less Costly, More Reliable Distributed Generation

Addendum 2

October 17, 2014

The purpose of this addendum is to make the following revisions to the Solicitation Manual and Application Form:

Application Manual (Program Opportunity Notice)

Part I

1. Page iii, ATTACHMENTS: Revised title for Attachment 12.
2. Introduction Section F (Key Activities Schedule), page 10:
   Revised anticipated notice of proposed award posting date to February 2015
   Revised anticipated Energy Commission business meeting date to June 2015
   Revised anticipated Agreement start date to July 2015
   Revised anticipated Agreement end date to March 2019

Part II

3. Page 12, Section A.2, Eligibility: Added “EXCEPT FOR PUBLICLY OWNED UTILITIES.”

4. Page 14, Project Group #3:
   Changed “California IOU distribution circuit” to “distribution circuit located in IOU territory.”

Part III

5. Page 16, Section A - Application Format, Page Limits, and Number of Copies:
   Clarified that Font: 11-point Arial requirement and MS Word file format excludes Commitment and Support letters.
Attachments:

Attachment 1 (Application Form)

6. Page 2 (Funding):
   Added “project partner” in-kind labor costs as a match funding source.

7. Page 3, California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Compliance section:
   Clarified that the CEQA Compliance Form must be completed regardless of whether
   the answers to the questions in the section are “yes” or “no.”
   Question 2: Clarified that if an applicant checks the “no” box, the CEQA Compliance
   Form should state why no CEQA documentation has been prepared.

Attachment 4 (Project Narrative):

8. Attachment 4 (Project Narrative Form):
   Page 1 - Changed the page number limit for response from 10 to 20 pages.

Attachment 7 (Budget Forms)

9. Tab B-3 Prime Labor Rate: Revised to read “if the Contractor is a University of
   California or a U.S. Department of Energy entity, the salary identified will be unloaded
   monthly.”
10. Tab B-4: Removed protection from the “This section is for Government Entities only”
    field.
11. Tab B-4b, B-4c: Corrected the headers.
12. Tab B-5: Added a formula for total Commission funds in the pre-approved travel detail.

Attachment 8 (CEQA Compliance Form)

13. Page 1: Stated that applicants must complete the form regardless of whether the
    proposed activities are considered a “project.”
14. Pages 2-3: Replaced “project” with “proposed activities.”
15. Page 4: Added language that clarifies that item #6 applies to any agency listed in item
    #4 that has prepared CEQA documents or indicated that it will do so.
16. Page 5: Added language clarifying that the “no” box must be checked if any agency
    listed in item #4 has indicated that it will prepare CEQA documents.

Attachment 11 (Commitment and Support letters)

17. Attachment 11; Page 1:
   Changed “Contractor in-kind Labor costs” to “Contractor/Project Partner in-kind Labor
   costs”
Attachment 12 (Costs and Benefit Calculations)

18. Attachment 12: Revised the title from “Guidelines for Calculating Costs and Benefits” to “Costs and Benefits Calculations.”
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